Convergent traffic in the environment of wireless MESH technology
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Abstract – The paper presents a performance study of wireless MESH networks in the context of the convergent transmission. Nowadays, the integration of voice, video and data is becoming the norm. However, the wireless LAN environment, and especially MESH technology is an unfriendly environment due to its characteristics. Therefore, the impact of the size of transmitted frames to delays in the network based on mesh technology was analyzed. The sizes of transmitted frames corresponded to standards for Voice over IP, Video over IP that are commonly used. Additionally, a model of effective load balancing in mesh networks was presented. Then, the reliability and flexibility of these networks will be increased.

1 Introduction

Nowadays wireless networks are becoming more popular. The construction of new structures and development of the already existing in many cases are based on wireless technology. This situation is a result, among others, of economic factors, because wireless infrastructure is usually cheaper and on the other hand, allows high mobility of ends users. Though transmission parameters and greater demands to ensure transmission security towards Ethernet networks, wireless network especially WLAN integrate into convergent services [1, 2]. Therefore phone conversations, implementation of video conferencing or receiving stream video transmission in this type of network become standards. Convergent transmission requires to ensure adequate parameters
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especially in relation to response, Jitter, bandwidth etc. Therefore wireless networks are a difficult area for this type of services.

The progressive wireless network should be characterized by the mobility, flexibility, security, reliability. Furthermore, this network is expected by end users in job, home, during the holiday. Commonly used 802.11a/b/g/n [3] technologies with the use of proper mechanisms QoS meet these expectations in many cases. These solutions are based on BSS and EBSS topology [4]. However, it is possible to present many areas in which BSS and EBSS topologies are not sufficient. In these cases the integration of individual Access Points or some group is typically associated with their direct access to the Ethernet network. Despite possible security and effective end users roaming, the necessity of an accessibility by each access point to wired network is a major limitation and does not allow for effective use of the WLAN in many cases. An example of such application areas are parks, university campuses, monitoring network or dispersed sensor system and any other areas where it is impossible and unfavourably to use wired network. At present it is possible to refer to a developed concept of a broadband network for the Podkarpacie voivodship [5]. In this concept the scope of wired networks use and necessity of using wireless networks are clearly defined. These examples may constitute the basis for using of wireless networks of the Mesh type [6, 7]. These types of networks are defined by 802.11s standard and allow to establish a wireless connection without necessity of applying the wired network to each access point. In many cases this is only one solution to ensure an access to network services in the selected areas.

In this paper the possibility of applying the WLAN networks, Mesh type for convergent transmission was analyzed. Additionally, in view of a lack of classical solutions mechanism load balancing in Mesh networks, a new solution based on available collection and acceptable path was presented. This approach allows for increasing effectiveness of the Mesh networks in respect to convergent transmission.

2 MESH networks

Mesh network is defined by IEEE 802.11s standard [6, 8]. This is a communication node network between access points. In this case there is no need to use the Ethernet network. All Mesh functionality is included in the data link layer which causes increase of Mesh efficiency because the node does not need to use a ISO/OSI’s higher layer. Connection to the Ethernet network is realized on the edge of Mesh network. The following scheme shows demonstration of the Mesh network.

The structure of Mesh contains two types of access points: Mesh Portal and Mesh Point. Mesh Portal (MPP) is the gateway between the wireless Mesh network and the Ethernet network. However, Mesh Points functions are similar to the thin access points [7].

One of the fundamental assumptions of Mesh network is possibility of using a lot of potential paths to the transmission date. 802.11s standard uses Hybrid Wireless Mesh Protocol (HWMP) to route between nodes, which have two modes [9]:
• Mode Proactive
• Mode on-demand (Reactive)

In the proactive mode all nodes transmit information about path as a link metric table. This creates a tree path in the Mesh network. This tree is composed of root and branch which cross a successive node up to the leaf. One of the nodes has to be configured as a root. The best solution is choice of the node performs as a gateway. When a tree path is created, all nodes in the network will know path to root and to another node in the network. While in the reactive mode, nodes use on-demand path selection. This method is always available in the network and works without configured Mesh portal. This allows all nodes in the network to communicate between each other by peer-to-peer path [3]. The protocol HWMP uses inter alia a sequence number to find old information about path. Packets are discarded if their sequence number is lower than currently used by node. It prevents the formation of routing loop [7].
Frame format which is used in the Mesh network is similar to the frame format used in 802.11 standard. Mesh frame has to forward more parameters and can contain six MAC addresses. The first four MAC addresses are contained in 802.11 standard header. The next two addresses are located in the Mesh control field. Nodes that are in the network, but they are not Mesh nodes can see the Mesh control field as part of the body frame.

Considering the usage of Mesh network to create infrastructure for convergent services, transmission possibility for this type of network should be carefully looked for. The feature of this type of network is the dependence real bandwidth on the Mesh path from the smallest element, so:

\[ C_j = \min(c_{ij}) \]

where \( c_{ij} \) is the bandwidth \( i \)-th hop on \( j \)-th path. During the analysis of the convergent network, communication between the last Mesh point and the end-of-device should be considered as well. This link is not taken into consideration by 802.11 standard, because it just considers communication between the Mesh portal and the Mesh points. This situation is presented in Fig. 2.

![Fig. 2. Throughput in mesh networks.](image)

3 Convergent networks and transmission parameters

Convergent traffic includes data, voice and video. Typically, data are much less sensitive to a delay in contrast to transmission of voice or video. One of more important factors that are being considered during building packet voice networks is the proper capacity planning. Commonly used codecs for VoIP are characterized by the following values (Table 1) [10] for the Codec Sample Size (Bytes) and Codec Sample Interval (ms):

In order to determine the required bandwidth for each codec the following formula should be used [11]:
Table 1. Examples of Codec Sample Size and Codec Sample Interval for the VoIP codecs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Codec &amp; Bit Rate (Kbps)</th>
<th>Codec Sample Size (Bytes)</th>
<th>Codec Sample Interval (ms)</th>
<th>Voice Payload Size (Bytes)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>G.711 (64 Kbps)</td>
<td>80 Bytes</td>
<td>10 ms</td>
<td>160 Bytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G.729 (8 Kbps)</td>
<td>10 Bytes</td>
<td>10 ms</td>
<td>20 Bytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G.723.1 (6.3 Kbps)</td>
<td>24 Bytes</td>
<td>30 ms</td>
<td>24 Bytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G.723.1 (5.3 Kbps)</td>
<td>20 Bytes</td>
<td>30 ms</td>
<td>20 Bytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G.726 (32 Kbps)</td>
<td>20 Bytes</td>
<td>5 ms</td>
<td>80 Bytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G.726 (24 Kbps)</td>
<td>15 Bytes</td>
<td>5 ms</td>
<td>60 Bytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G.728 (16 Kbps)</td>
<td>10 Bytes</td>
<td>5 ms</td>
<td>60 Bytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G722_64k(64 Kbps)</td>
<td>80 Bytes</td>
<td>10 ms</td>
<td>160 Bytes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Total packet size = (L2 header) + (IP/UDP/RTP header) + (voice payload size)
- PPS = (codec bit rate) / (voice payload size)
- Bandwidth = (total packet size) * PPS

On this basis, values of the transmission bandwidth are obtained (Table 2) [10].

Table 2. Bandwidth for VoIP codecs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Codec &amp; Bit Rate (Kbps)</th>
<th>Bandwidth Ethernet (Kbps)</th>
<th>Bandwidth cRTP (kbps)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>G.711 (64 Kbps)</td>
<td>87.2 Kbps</td>
<td>67.6 Kbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G.729 (8 Kbps)</td>
<td>31.2 Kbps</td>
<td>11.6 Kbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G.723.1 (6.3 Kbps)</td>
<td>21.9 Kbps</td>
<td>8.8 Kbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G.723.1 (5.3 Kbps)</td>
<td>20.8 Kbps</td>
<td>7.7 Kbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G.726 (32 Kbps)</td>
<td>55.2 Kbps</td>
<td>35.6 Kbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G.726 (24 Kbps)</td>
<td>47.2 Kbps</td>
<td>27.6 Kbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G.728 (16 Kbps)</td>
<td>31.5 Kbps</td>
<td>18.4 Kbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G722_64k(64 Kbps)</td>
<td>87.2 Kbps</td>
<td>67.6 Kbps</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Apart from Voice over IP the Video over IP is used as well. Video transfer in the network requires more bandwidth to ensure a minimum bit rate. This means that
convergent transmissions become more and more stringent for wireless networks. The example list of required transmission parameters for convergent traffic is presented in Table 3 [12].

Table 3. Summary of transmission parameters for a convergent traffic.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Offered Load (Mbps)</th>
<th>Max Delay (ms)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SDTV</td>
<td>4 – 5</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HDTV (Video/Audio)</td>
<td>19.2 – 24</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DVD</td>
<td>9.8 peak</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video Conf’</td>
<td>0.128 – 2</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internet Streaming video/audio</td>
<td>0.1 – 4</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internet Streaming audio</td>
<td>0.064 – 0.256</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VoIP</td>
<td>0.096</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Similarly to the voice transmission, specific video codecs characterized by appropriate parameters are used. This allows to reduce necessary bandwidth.

4 Mesh network performance for convergent traffic

In order to carry out analysis, the Mesh network structure was created. This network was tested for date, audio and video transmission parameters. In this case the parameters created earlier were used. The basic size determining maintenance of transmission is inter alia delay which should not exceed 30ms for voice calls (e.g. VoIP). In the case of audio/video transmission of peek the maximum delay for e.g. video conferences should not exceed 100ms. Less demanding transmissions are e.g. streaming audio/video, which should not exceed 200ms. Considering inter alia the above assumptions, artificially generated transmissions and practical convergent transmissions were introduced to the network.

Fig. 3 and Table 4 confirm that the Mesh network can ensure proper infrastructure for convergent transmission. Minimal and average delay for transmissions was very low. Peek of delay values pertained to exceptional situations which during transmission are very rare and do not affect the transmission quality. Similarly, the ratio of the loss
frames to the transmitted frames is very low almost negligible. After analysing the frame size and packet per second necessary for the VoIP transmission, conducting simulation of many voice calls was possible. On the assumption that one voice call requires 50PPS and frame of size 200Bytes it is possible to verify how the network will behave when 60 simultaneous voice calls exist. The results of these tests are presented in Fig. 4.

Average delay proportionally increasing to a number of calls results from their support by each device. However, the maximum Jitter confirms the situations which may in a very violent way lead to the degradation of transmission parameters and thereby maintaining the connections is impossible. This situation can be a result of interferences, collisions, or path selections in the Mesh network.

Table 4. Number of lost packets during transmission.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Transmitted Packet</th>
<th>Lost Packet</th>
<th>Average Lost Rate [bps]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VoIP</td>
<td>24 040 320</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video Conference</td>
<td>24 144 240</td>
<td>960</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internet Streaming (audio/video)</td>
<td>24 195 840</td>
<td>1 560</td>
<td>283</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The studies also show the relation between the number of hops and delay. This dependence is described as the number of nodes transmitted by packet travels. This is a distance between a receiving node and a transmitter node. This simulation is a multiple run (Fig. 5). The connection between nodes was established on 54Mbps in 802.11a standard. The average of the relationship delay time of packet to the number of hops was examined. Frames for the size 56Bytes (Fig. 6) and 1500Bytes (Fig. 7) were transmitted. The size of frames is the result of the analysis available protocols and codecs for convergent transmission. Tested topology and transmission parameters ensure high quality transmissions for voice and video.

As can be appreciated along with each hop increasing response time for packets (Fig. 5). However, this time does not threaten to break connection sessions. The obtained results confirm possibility of using Mesh network for convergent transmission. In Fig. 5 actual transmission on each connection between the nodes can be also seen. This figure shows the actual path bandwidth depending on the bandwidth of the slowest links from the Mesh network.

5 The proposed new solution

Analyzing the obtained results for both unreal generated traffic and real Voice over IP and Video of IP traffic should be noted that MESH technology can be used to provide convergent services. However, there is a lack of additional mechanisms to support this type of traffic in a hostile WLAN environment. Quality and the number of connections can dramatically decrease in the case of high interference. Of course, in that case there is a possibility to use for example, a classic QoS for wireless LAN based
This standard introduces only four access classes of network traffic. This is much less than in the wired networks. There are other solutions that guarantee the necessary bandwidth for traffic such as Voice Call Admissions Control [13]. However, this solution can be used at the end of the path in the mesh network to support roaming in order to guarantee the necessary bandwidth for phone calls.

Taking the above information into account, there should be proposed a solution that would increase effectively the use of available network MESH. For this purpose, there is proposed a solution for using load balancing for each available path in the mesh structure. LACP [14] and ECMP [15] known for wired solutions cannot be applied
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Fig. 7. Delay for packet size 1500 Bytes.

here. LACP cannot be used in itself because it relates to the node-to-node connections. Whereas, we deal with the path in the mesh where multiple nodes can be. Another solution is ECMP that provides load balancing on equal route to the same destination. However, an equal fixed routes is hard to ensure in the mesh network.

The proposed solution is based on the alternative, acceptable mesh paths. Fig. 8 shows a diagram of the use of these paths.

The proposed solution consists of several modules, each of which is responsible for other actions.

– **Paths determination** between the portal and the specific (end) mesh point. Available mechanisms in the MESH technology (such proactive or relative mode) can be used for this purpose. Then it is possible to obtain a set of available paths \( P_{ij} = \{ p^k_{ij} \} \) between the \( i \)-th mesh portal and the \( j \)-th mesh point.

– **Selection of acceptable mesh paths** in the set \( P_{ij} \). For this purpose, it is necessary to define appropriate parameters. Of course, the available number of hops can be used, but we suggest defining a set of approval parameters \( V^k_{ij} = \{ C^k_{ij}, D^k_{ij}, J^k_{ij}, E^k_{ij}, H^k_{ij} \} \), where \( C^k_{ij} \) represents a real capacity of the \( k \)-th mesh path, \( D^k_{ij} \) is the average delay on the path, \( J^k_{ij} \) denotes the maximum delay variation (jitter), \( E^k_{ij} \) is the error rate expressed as a percentage of a number of lost packets and \( H^k_{ij} \) refers to the maximum acceptable number of hops. Due to the need to determine the current value of each parameter an interval, e.g. 5 seconds will be specified. The result of this part of the mechanism is a subset \( P'_{ij} \in P_{ij} \), whose elements meet the constraints resulting from the approval parameters.

– **Hashing Function.** This function is responsible for load balancing by directing conversations to each individual, acceptable mesh path (Fig. 9). Flow (conversation) is
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Fig. 8. The concept of acceptable MESH paths.

defined by the source and destination address as well as the identifier of the application-layer protocol such as RTP, NEO, SMTP, etc. This approach allows to specify a given conversation.

Fig. 9. Hashing Function – Load Balancing.

IP₀ – destination IP address
IPₛ – source IP address
Idₐ – application layer ID
pᵢ – i-th acceptable path
– **Permanent analysis of available and acceptable paths module.** This module is responsible for permanent analysis of available and acceptable mesh paths. At the time of detection of new paths, they are added to the set $P_{ij}$. Similarly, in the case of paths that no longer meet the requirements of $V_{ij}^k$, they will be removed from the set of acceptable paths. Due to the fact that convergent traffic has special high demands to ensure stable transmission parameters, it may turn out that the current mesh path will no longer exist or its performance will drop to an unacceptable value. Then there must be the possibility of forwarding one conversation to the other alternative path. There is no problem when resources are available but when resources are limited, it is difficult to keep resources availability. This is achieved by the takeover module.

- **The takeover module** is responsible for keeping a specific part of the bandwidth on each of the acceptable mesh paths (Fig. 10). This value should be configurable and allow to takeover the conversation traffic for which the mesh path was removed or does not meet required parameters.

![Fig. 10. Bandwidth reservation on the path.](image)

The proposed solution does not interfere with the QoS mechanism available in 802.11e in any way. On the contrary, it can fully coexist with it. That means that individual conversations can also obtain appropriate access categories.

### 6 Conclusions

The possibility of using mesh network for handling convergent traffic was analyzed in the paper. This traffic is sensitive particularly to the available bandwidth, delay, etc.
Mesh network concept is not an obstacle to this type of implementations. However, it does not ensure a specific support for this type of traffic as well.

Tests clearly show that in the case of the lack of additional mechanisms in mesh technology e.g. the change of the current path causes significant delays and that can lead to a break of a communication session or significantly worsen the quality of transmission in many cases.

The proposed solution seems to be a reasonable. It also uses available mechanisms and introduces new mechanisms in the mesh and allows mesh to be more efficient structures.
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